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Songs of a Sacred World that nourish and bring peace...a healing blend of exquisite vocals and exotic

instrumentation from cultures the world over - Native American, Celtic, Gypsy, Jewish, Middle Eastern

and East Indian...to support a Space for Grace in y 15 MP3 Songs WORLD: World Fusion, NEW AGE:

Healing Details: Sweet Sacred Mystery - 73 minutes of Sacred Chants and Songs. Timeless melodies

and lyrics in soul-stirring arrangements inspired by the sounds and rhythms of Celtic, Native American,

Middle Eastern, Gypsy, Jewish and Indian music...inviting you to deepen in Spirit, Soul and Nature.

Featuring virtuouso musicians, all recording artists in their own right. These are very beautiful, very

uplifting and emotionally moving songs. While eclectic, they are unified in Spirit." -- PJ Birosik, Music

International. Very comforting to have it on in the background , very atmospheric- it creates a great

ambience! . This album has a fullness-the pieces fit together as a whole-it is an organic journey The

songs carry you deeper and deeper as you listen through them. When it finished I felt I didn't want it to

end! There are a lot of deep, earthy, rhythmic sounds...and a rich Native American influence in the whole

collection. Beautiful sounds!" -S.C., professional organizer, "This album and each song on it is a classic!

Great to do T'ai Chi to!" -K.B., acupuncturist, musician I love it! It's brilliant. Well performed, and

beautifully mixed. It puts me right into "Alpha" and lets me travel. This music improves the quality of your

environment without demanding your attention. -B. M., Record Producer, singer, songwriter, musician,

actor and TV personality This music purifies the atmosphere in your home! In addition to being very

beautiful! -R.G. Author, play write, illustrator, director, actor I've listened to Sweet Sacred Mystery forever

now and look forward to a forever more. It's a permanent cd in my stereo so plays daily!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Thank

you forever!!!!!!!!!!!! -K.B., jeweler We LOVE your CD Sweet Sacred Mystery. Our whole family loves it.

We listened to it twice through without stopping last night! Thank you, it's beautiful music! - Lisa Pavati,

Director of Living Earth Circle.
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